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During the last week of past January, the prime minister of one 

Scandinavian country got married her "girlfriend", she had 67 years old. 

And during the first week of July, the Argentina Perelman declares and 

with majority the homosexuals right to marry and to adopt children even 

if 91% of Argentina population are supportive of Catholic Church.  

 

It's known that a mayor of one from few prestigious European countries 

declares in public his homosexuality and now he's a candidate for the 

presidential election on 2012. The homosexuality or imitating other sex 

exists obviously in the center of some ministers, judges, constitution 

makers and legislators in many countries especially in Europe and 

Scandinavia but Italy remains an European exception until now, it is the 

only country which resists this phenomena and sticks to church 

instructions but its unknown how long it will last and these instructions 

will survive. 

 

However, in Africa, there's 37 states prohibit and criminalize the 

homosexuality also Roret Mokaby , the president of Zimbabwe, went to 

far by describing the homosexuals as lowest than pigs and dogs… 

Through these different situations we can see how homosexuality appears 

superficially during the last 30 years and what homosexuals gain from 

rights were not based on scientific studies as it was clarified in Adina city 

when the last assembly of English Royal  Faculty For Psychiatrics was 

held from 21 to 24/6/2010. 

During this assembly they declared that homosexual rights was acquired 

because of the tension made by powerful homosexuals which affected 

many civil organizations, human rights organizations, decisions and law 

makers in different countries. 



What I want to make it clear from proposing the above mentioned subject 

is that I don't want to criticize these groups and that's not because I agree 

with their behavior or ideology but to prevent their charges against me as 

creating hate against them because unfortunately now they can 

criminalize by law any one criticize or even question the rights they 

gained, but my objective from this subject is saying that the 

homosexuality existence as entity will impose on others to define 

themselves as heterosexuals and this distinguishing is unfair for the 

human sexual attitude; adding to that what will  be the sexual direction 

for the next generation when they will have the right to choose between 

their sexuality tendency where inconvenient circumstances will lead them 

to be homosexual. 

This matter is really complicated especially in Arabic and Islamic 

countries where we have to be aware and fully conscious about 

homosexual's directions, objectives and their impacts on society. 

 


